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(The Believers) 

SZrah Al-Mu'miniin was revealed in  Makkah and i t  has  118 Verses and 6 sections 

With the name  of Allah, t he  All-Merciful, t h e  Very-Merciful 

Verses 1 - 11 

Success is really attained by the believers [I] who are 
concentrative in their $ a l a  (prayers) [21 and who keep 
themselves away from vain things [31, and who are 
performers of ZakZh,* [41 and who guard their private 
parts [51 except from their wives or  from those 
(slave-girls) owned by their right hands, because they 

- -- 

*. Although ZakZh is normally known as the obligatory alms prescribed as a second 
pillar of Islam, but the literal meaning of the word is 'purification'. Both the 
meanings are possible here. According to the second meaning the reference would 
be to the purification of inward qualities i.e. morals. Somc commentators have 
construed this verse in this sense. That is why we have used the word 'performers' 
as a literal translation of "ahb" (Fa6i!un) instead of 'payers' which admits the 
first meaning only. 
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are not liable to blame. [6]  However, those who seek 
(sexual pleasure) beyond that are the transgressors [71 - 
and (success is attained) by those who honestly look 
after their trusts and covenant, [81 and who 
consistently observe their prayers. [91 Those are the 
inheritors [lo] w h ~  will inherit Firdaus (the Paradise). 
They will be there forever. 1111 

Commentary 
Merits and special features of SGrah Al-Mu'minun 

MusnZd of Ahmad quotes SayyidnZ 'Umar al-FErGq & tha t  
whenever a wahy was being revealed to the Holy Prophet $& those near 
him used to hear a sound like the buzz of the bees. One day when they 
heard such a sound, they all waited hoping to learn about the revelation. 
When the Holy Prophet $$$ returned to his normal state after receiving 
the wahy, he sat down facing the Ka'bah and prayed to Allah in the 
following words: 

"0 Allah, give us more (bounties) and do not decrease (them for 
us) .and grant us respect and do not put us to humiliation, and 
give us and do not deprive us and give us preference (on our 
enemies) and do not give preference (to our enemies) against us 
and be pleased with us and make us pleased." 

Then the Holy Prophet $& said to his companions, "Just now ten 
verses have been revealed to me and anyone who follows them in letter 
and spirit will go to heaven." He then recited the first ten verses of SErah 
Al-Mu'minGn. (Ibn Kathb) 

Nasa'i in his d l  +l;( has quoted Yazid Ibn BabnEs that he once 
questioned Sayyidah 'A'ishah + hl p, about the habits and the 
behavior of the Holy Prophet $& to which she replied that it was according 
to what has been revealed in the Qur'En. Then she recited these ten 
verses of the Qur'Zn and said, "these verses describe his behavior". 

What is FalEh? How and from where can it be obtained? 
,,, , j&j'J, $1 3 

Success is really attained by the believers - 23:l. 
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The word faliih (translated above as 'success') has been used in the 
Qur'an and Sunnah on numerous occasions. The call to prayers invites 
every Muslim towards faliih five times a day. The word signifies the 
attainment of all desires as  well as protection from all misfortunes. 
(Qamus). It is so comprehensive in its connotation that it may be regarded 
as the acme of one's desire - but the total falGh, where no desire remains 
unfulfilled or complete immunity from the vicissitudes of fate exists, is not 
granted even to great kings or to the most revered prophets of Allah. In 
any case there is an  ever-present fear of a decline in or loss of good 
fortune, or the apprehension of an impending disaster, and no living 
person can claim to be free from it. 

Thus it is evident that total faliih cannot be achieved in this world 
which is a place of pain and suffering, where nothing is everlasting and 
everything must ultimately perish. However this priceless commodity will 
be available in another world, namely the Paradise and it is there that 

, , 8 a, 5 , D', 
people will achieve all their wishes very promptly d p ~  I.' 4 3  (They have 
all that 'they call for - 36:57). In that world there will be no sorrow, no 
distress, and everyone will enter there with the following words on his 
lips: 

Praise belongs to Allah who has put away all sorrow from us. 
Surely our Lord is All-Forgiving, All-Thankful, who of His 
bounty has made us to dwell in the abode of everlasting life - 
35:34, 35. 

This verse also suggest that in this world there is nobody who at  some 
time or the other has not been afflicted by pain and anguish. Therefore, 
on entering the Paradise people will say that they have been delivered 
from all sufferings. In Stirah al-A'lZ while the Qur'Zn says that faliih .I' 1 1  1.J' ,' 
may be obtained by purifying oneself against sins (A p $1 A), it also 
says that total faliih may be achieved in the Hereafter only. A Person 
who aims at  faliih must not succumb to the temptations of this world: 

'*, - 8, 1 J , ,#"D '. 
& I j  i k y ~ ;  691 i41 (Jj,JJ & 

Nay, but you prefer the present life; and the world to come is 
better, and more lasting. - 87: 16, 17 
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In brief, while total falah may be obtained in the Paradise only, Allah 
grants falEh to his servants in this world also in the narrow sense of the 
word i.e. he grants them prosperity and relief from pain. In the present 
verse Allah has promised falah to those believers who possess the seven 
attributes mentioned therein, and it includes the total faliih which can be 
achieved in the Hereafter only in addition to whatever falah may be 
obtained in this world. 

Here one may ask that  while the promise of total faliih in the 
Hereafter to the believers who possess the seven attributes mentioned in 
this verse is understandable, the common experience is that in this world 
the recipients of falZih (prosperity and success) are generally the infidels 
and the impious persons. On the other hand the prophets and other 
reformers have, in all ages, suffered privations of life. The answer to this 
is that since total falZih is to be achieved in the Hereafter only, i t  is 
inevitable that every body in this world, whether he is a good and a pious 
man or whether he is a wicked person and an unbeliever, must face a 
certain measure of pain and hardship. Similarly every person, good or 
bad, has some of his wishes granted in this world. In these circumstances 
how is one to decide as to which of these two categories is the recipient of 
falah. The answer to this question can only be provided by the fate 
which awaits them. 

Human experience and observations provide sufficient evidence that 
although the pious people who possess the seven attributes mentioned 
above may at  times face hardships and tribulations in this world, yet very 
soon they are released from all distress and they achieve their wishes. 
They command the respect of the whole world as long as they live and 
then after their death their memory is cherished and revered by all. 

The seven attributes of a perfect Believer on the basis of which 
he has been promised faliih in this verse both in this world and in 
the-Hereafter 

The first and most important attribute which is fundamental and 
basic to everything else is that a person should be a true believer. The 
ohher seven attributes mentioned in the verse are discussed below. 

The first attribute is t& KhushZ (translated in the text as being 
concentrative) during prayers. The literal meaning of this word is 
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"calmness", but in religious terminology it means "to bring about a state of 
perfect concentration in the heart" so that he does not knowingly allow 
any thoughts to enter his heart other than the remembrance of Allah. ~t 
also means that during prayers a person must abstain from moving his 
body and limbs unnecessarily (BayZn ul-Qur'Zn). He must, in particular, 
avoid those movements of the body which have been forbidden by the 
Holy Prophet and which the jurists have compiled under the general 
heading oLj$ (things which are disliked during prayers). Tafsir 
Maqhari quotes the above definition of t$ (Khushii') from SayyidnE 
'Arnr Ibn DhZr &. Other scholars have given different definitions of this 
word, but they are in fact further details of what the serenity of the heart 
and the body means. For instance, according to SayyidnZ Mujiihid, 
casting down one's eyes and keeping the voice low is t& whereas 
SayyidnZ 'A1I & said that ts is to refrain from casting sideways 
glances obliquely. SayyidnZ 'A@ says that the word means "not toying 
with any part of the body". There is a hadith from SayyidnZ AbG Dharr 
& that the Holy Prophet $&' once said, "Allah keeps an eye over His 
servant during prayers so long as he concentrates his attention on Allah, 
but when he turns his attention elsewhere and glances obliquely 
sideways, Allah also turns away from him." (Ma~har:) The Holy Prophet $& 
is reported to have directed SayyidnZ 'Anas & to keep his eyes fixed at  
the spot which he touched with his forehead when performing sajdah 
(prostration) and not to look right and left during prayers. 

Sayyidna Abii Hurairah 4$% says that the Holy Prophet saw a man 
praying who was toying with his beard and remarked cll;;J 1.b 

(If this man had KhushYi' in his heart, his body and limbs would 
have remained calm). 

How important is KhushG' during prayers? 
Imam Ghazzali, Qurtubi and some other scholars are of the view that 

Khushu' during prayers is obligatory and a prayer offered.without total 
Khushii' will be deemed not to have been performed. However there are 
3thers who believe that while Khushii' is the essence of prayers and its 
absence deprives the prayers of their true purpose, yet i t  cannot be 
regarded as an indispensable condition for the prayers to be valid and its 
absence will not render it necessary to repeat performance of the prayers. 

Hakim ul-Ummah has written in Bayiin ul-QurYEn ths t  while 



KhushT is not a necessary condition for the validity of the prayers, yet it 
is an essential element for the acceptance of the prayers by Allah and 
from this point of view it is obligatory. TabarZni in his book al-Mu'jim 
al-Kabk has related a hadith on the authority of Sayyidnii Abii ~ a r d i i '  
& that the Holy Prophet said, "The first thing that will be taken away 
from this Ummah is Khushu' so much so that a time will come when no 
one will be left to practice Khushu"'. 

The second attribute of a good Muslim is that he abstains from 
frivolous and vain things. (Laghw, translated in the text as 'vain 
things') means useless talk and action which do not bring any religious 
reward and in its extreme form it may include sinful acts that  are 
positively harmful and must, therefore, be avoided. And in its mild from 
laghw is neither useful nor harmful but it is very desirable to give up this 

habit. There is a hadith in which the Holy Prophet #& said f ~ l  y ,y 
eru Y L. d~ (It is a part of one's being a fair Muslim that he gives up all 
that is useless for him). For these reasons guarding oneself against 
useless acts has been described as an attribute of a good Muslim in this 
verse. 

The third attribute is ZakKh which, literally means "to purify" but 
in religious terminology it means giving in charity a portion of one's 
wealth subject to certain prescribed conditions and the word has been 
generally used in the Qur'Zn in this sense. This meaning of the word can 
be applied in this verse also. However this meaning of the word in the 
present context has been questioned by some scholars on the ground that 
this verse was revealed in Makkah when ZakTih was not made obligatory. 
(ZakZh was made obligatory after Hijrah to Madinah). Ibn Kathir and 
other commentators have answered this objection by claiming that ZakKh 
was in actual fact made obligatory in Makkah as will be evident from 
SErah Al-Muzzammil, which is by consensus a Makkan S'Cirah, in which 
the words ;$>I l,?j (and pay zakah) occur alongside of the words 6$~112i 

However arrangements for its collection and details regarding the 
determination of wealth liable to ZakKh ( n i g s )  were settled after Hijrah 
to Madhah. According to this interpretation of the verse ZakKh was made 
obligatory in Makkah but rules prescribing i ts  various details were 
formulated in Madhah. As regards t k s e  scholars who hold the view that 
ZakKh was made obligatory after Hijrah to Madhah, they believe that 



the word must be interpreted here in its common literal sense i.e. to purify 
one's own self. There is an indication in the verse itself which supports 
this meaning of the word. It will be observed that wherever obligatory 
ZakZh has been mentioned in the Qur7Zn the words used are '5j(>1 :G! . >"' 

~,.Y>I o JJ? and $31 (which refer to the 'payment' of zakah) whereas 
here the words used are ;y> (who are performers of zakah) which 
clearly indicates tha t  in this verse the word has not been used in i ts  

, 
technical meaning. Besides, the word L&L (performers) is related to 3L( 
(performance) and technically Zakah is not an act but a portion of wealth 
and the use of the word for this portion of wealth needs suitable 
explanation. If the technical meaning of the word ZakZh is adopted, then 
its being obligatory and binding on all Muslims is undisputed and if the 
word means purification of soul then that too is obligatory and to c l~anse  
one's soul of impurities and sins such as polytheism, hypocrisy, vanity, 
jealousy, hatred, greed, miserliness is called $3 (tazkiyah). All these 
things are forbidden and are major sins and it is obligatory to purify one's 
soul from them. 

Forth Attribute is guarding ones private parts against unlawful 
, >' .,' ," , 3 

liaison. ,,++I a G j i  &I;$$ \! , . p" 241; (And who guard 
their private parts except from their wives or from those (slave-girls) 
owned by their right hands - 23:5,6). They satisfy their needs with their 
wives and their legal bondmaids according to the prescribed laws and 

,, ,'. 3 , -  3 J* * 
avoid unlawful liaison. About these people the Qur'En says 2 &i 
(Because they are not liable to blame - 23:6), which also means that the 
sexual desire must be kept under strict control and must not be allowed to 
become a means of gratification of one's passions. 

;jWl @,k @i ;Ti;; 31 $ (However, those who seek (sexual  
pleasure) beyond that are the transgressors - 7). Satisfying one's desire 
with someone other than one's own wife or a lawfully acquired slave-girl 
is strictly forbidden and the ban includes adultery (marrying a woman 
whom one is not allowed to marry under the religious code is also 
adultery) ,  having sex with one's wife or slave-girl when she  i s  
menstruating or is confined, or having unnatural  sex with them, 
homosexuality and bestiality, while most jurists include masturbation also 
in the ban. (TafsTr Bayanul-Qurzn, Qurtubi, al-Bahr ul-Muhit, etc.) 

Fifth Attribute of a good Muslim is that  he should discharge his 
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trust  truly and faithfully. 5 9 ~  ,bGj +Y pp (And [success is 
attained] by those who honestly look after their trusts and covenant, - 
23:8). The word o c ~ f  (trusts) covers everything which a person has 
undertaken to perform or which have been placed under his care as trust. 
Since it may be of many kinds, the word is used in plural, so that it may 
include all sorts of trusts whether they may relate to the rights of Allah or 
to the rights of human beings. To perform scrupulously all the injunctions 
and duties made obligatory by religious laws and to abstain from things 
which have been forbidden or declared undesirable is to look after the 
trust that relates to the rights of Allah. As regards the discharge of trusts 
relating to the rights of human beings, these take numerous forms, and 
the most well-known is that a person must promptly return to the owner 
on demand any goods which have been in his custody as trust. Any 
information received in confidence is a trust and to reveal it to anybody 
else without the permission of the person who gave it is a breach of trust. 
Mutual settlement between an employer and an employee of the terms of 
employment, i.e. the work to be done and time to be spent in the 
performance of work, and the wages to be paid is a trust and binding on 
both the parties and a violation of this agreement by either party would 
consti tute a breach of t ru s t .  Hence discharge of t r u s t  i s  an  
all-encompassing word. 

Sixth Attribute of a perfect Muslim is to fulfill his covenant. The 
word -& (covenant) has two connotations. One is a covenant between two 
parties specifying the duties and obligations of either party and is binding 
on both and a breach of this covenant by either party is a fraud and 
deceit and therefore forbidden in Islam. The other is where a person 
voluntarily promises to give something to someone or undertakes to do 
some job. This is known as oGj (promise) and its fulfillment is also 
obligatory under the dictates of Sharlah. There is a Hadith which says 
2 3  (a promise is like a debt). It means that a promise is like a debt and 
must be fulfilled in the same manner as a debt must be discharged, the 
difference being that whereas the repayment of a debt can be enforced 
through a court of law, a voluntary promise is not enforceable likewise. 
Nevertheless the person making the promise is morally bound to abide by 
it and failure to do so would be a sin unless there is a religious ground for 
his inability to fulfill his promise. 



Seventh attribute 

&& & ~ $ 1 ;  ((And who consistently observe their prayers - 
23:9). To observe one's prayers here means to offer them regularly a t  the 
appointed time, and the word (Prayers) has been used in the plural 
form to include all the five prayers. In an earlier verses the word ;& 
(Saliih: prayer) was used in the singular because the emphasis was on 
KhushE' which is the essence of all prayers whether they are fard, wiijib, 
sunnah or na@. 

A careful study of the above seven attributes would show that they 
encompass all the duties which man owes to Allah and to fellow men, and 
all the laws governing those duties. A person who possesses these 
attr'ibutes and adheres to them is a complete mu'min (believer) and 
deberving of fali3h in this world and in the Hereafter. It will also be noted 
that these seven attributes begin and also end with a reference to prayers 
which suggests that if prayers are offered in the pltescribed manner with 
all their requirements, the other attributes will appear automatically. 

Those are the inheritors who will inherit Firdaus (Paradise) - 23:10.11. 

The good Muslims who possess the attributes described above have 
been declared in this verse to be the heirs to the garden of Paradise. 
There is a suggestion here that just as the assets of a deceased person 
must devolve on his heirs, similarly the possessors of these attributes will, 
without doubt, enter Paradise. It should be noted that the possessors of 
these seven qualities have been mentioned in the beginning as those who 
attain falah or success, then after describing these qualities i t  is 
mentioned in this last sentence that possessors of these qualities will 
inherit Paradise. This indicates that the total fallih (success) may be 
achieved in Paradise only. 

Verses 12 - 22 




